Point Laser Triangulation (PLT) probes have significant advantages over traditional touch probes. These advantages include throughput and no contact force, which motivate use of PLT probes on Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs
Introduction
Point Laser Triangulation ͑PLT͒ probes have a number of significant advantages over touch trigger and contact scanning probes that make them very useful in coordinate metrology. Some main advantages include zero contact force, small foot print, large range of allowable stand-off distances, and high bandwidth.
To apply Point Laser Triangulation ͑PLT͒ probes to coordinate metrology, the probes must be calibrated using a fast, readily automated, and accurate method to meet the needs of the industry. Existing calibration methods for CMM probes, such as touch trigger and contact scanning probes, are not adequate for calibrating PLT probes. Unlike other probes, the extrinsic calibration of PLT probes requires the additional parameters of an approach vector and an orientation vector as well as a translational vector. Current approaches do not model the added information provided by PLT probes, nor do they address the probe's unique operating constraints, such as sensor-to-surface orientation.
Much important work has been done in the calibration of positioning systems and sensors. Research in the calibration of positioning systems extends to applications in robotics ͓1-3͔, CNC machines tools ͓4-6͔, and Coordinate Measurement Machines ͓7͔.
Issues dealing with the intrinsic calibration of a noncontact LI-DAR system ͓8͔ and the extrinsic calibration of noncontact sensors ͑i.e., cameras and laser line scanners͒ for integration on robots ͓9,10͔ and CMMs ͓11͔ have also been studied. As in our approach, these calibration methods primarily use parameter estimation techniques.
The extrinsic calibration of a noncontact ''light-striping'' probe on a CMM is presented in ͓12͔. The modeling is based on a skewed frame representation, and the unknowns are solved for by minimizing an augmented objective function. The technology of a light-striping probe is very similar to that of a PLT probe; however, the light-striping probe produces 2D data points rather that 1D and therefore uses different calibration parameters.
One extrinsic calibration method for PLT probes on CMMs proposed to date ͓13͔ uses crosshairs to visually position the PLT probe laser beam to known coordinates. The disadvantages of this method are that 1͒ the calibration process cannot be automated, 2͒ the accuracy of the calibration is a function of the skill of the operator, and 3͒ the accuracy of the calibration parameters is lower than the accuracy of the PLT probe displacement measurement.
Our proposed calibration method overcomes these disadvantages. This method can be readily automated. Its accuracy is independent of operator skill level, and it yields accurate calibration parameters. The basic ideas for this method are extensions of the parameter estimation methods cited above and of part localization, ͓14,15͔.
In our approach, a calibration artifact is used that has a known geometry and is localized ͑i.e., the artifact's local reference frame is known relative to the CMM reference frame͒. The artifact ͑a polyhedron͒ is measured with the PLT probe mounted on and translated by the CMM. By fitting the measured points to known information, the calibration parameters can be estimated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The calibration parameters of a touch probe are presented and then compared with the calibration parameters of a PLT probe. The proposed calibration method is then presented, along with the least squares solution. The approach is then analyzed from a sensitivity study, using the condition number to determine optimal configurations for the artifact, probe orientation, and number and location of points to measure. A simulation analysis is used to confirm the analysis. Finally, the effectiveness of the calibration is verified by use of comparative analysis.
where n w is the normal to the workpiece surface at the point of contact.
PLT Probe Calibration Parameters
A PLT probe has two additional calibration parameter vectors not required by a touch probe. The calibration parameters of a PLT probe include a translational vector, t p , an approach vector, a p , and an orientation vector, o p .
The translational vector, t p , is defined from a known location on the CMM quill ͑typically the center of a previously calibrated touch probe͒ to a reference position on the laser beam of the PLT probe. The approach vector, a p , is parallel to the laser beam and points toward the workpiece away from the PLT probe. The orientation vector, o p , is perpendicular to the laser beam and is directed from the laser beam toward the optical axis of the receiving lens.
An absolute position point, P p , on the workpiece is calculated from the PLT probe's measured displacement value, ␥, and other calibration parameters by
The orientation vector, o, is not used in this calculation, but is needed in path-planning algorithms to optimize sensor-to-surface orientations and to operate in collision-free regions. Since the orientation vector does not directly affect the accuracy of the PLT probe measurement, it can be approximated by visual inspection and is not part of the method presented here.
Proposed Calibration Method
The main steps in the proposed PLT probe calibration method are to 1͒ localize and calibrate the polyhedron artifact; 2͒ measure the facets of the polyhedron by recording the PLT probe's displacement value, ␥ i j , and the CMM's position, P q , at each measurement; and 3͒ find the PLT probe calibration parameters that best fit the measurements to the polyhedron.
For this calibration method, a polyhedron with three facets is recommended for the artifact; although, more facets can be used ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The polyhedron's m facets, S j (n,d), jϭ1, . . . ,m are defined by their corresponding normals, n j , and minimum distances, d j , from the origin ͑as referenced by the CMM͒ to the facet.
Deriving the Calibration Parameters
The measurement error ͑or residual͒, ␦ i j , of the ith point normal to the facet is given by
By construction, the only unknowns in Eq. ͑4͒ are t p , and a p . Since the equation is linear in unknowns, they can be solved for using the following simple linear least squares approach. Let f be the sum of the square of all the residuals, that is,
, where k j is the number of measured points on facet j. The calibration parameters can then be determined by finding values for a and t that minimize f. The function f is a minimum when the partials of f with respect to the unknowns ͕a x ,a y ,a z ,t x ,t y ,t z ͖ are all equal to zero. Writing this system in matrix notation with hϭ͓a x ,a y ,a z ,t x ,t y ,t z ͔ T results in
GhϭB,
where
The 6ϫ6 matrix, M i j , has ͕␥ i j ,␥ i j ,␥ i j ,1,1,1͖ on the main diagonal and 0 elsewhere. The 6ϫ6 matrix V has ͕n x j ,n y j ,n z j ,n x j ,n y j ,n z j ͖ on the main diagonal and 0 elsewhere.
The 6ϫ6 matrix, ͓1͔ 6x6 , has all elements equal to 1. As shown, the calibration parameters can be determined by solving Eq. ͑5͒ which is linear. The matrix G is called the displacement matrix because it is a function of the displacement measurements. The conditions for which a solution exists ͑i.e., G is invertible͒ will now be examined. 
Constraints from the Displacement Matrix
A constraint on the displacement measurements and the facet normals is found by examining the conditions needed for the displacement matrix to be invertible. Carrying out the second sum in Eq. ͑6͒ and applying elementary row operations the top three rows can be written in the form kn x n y n z ͓n x n y n z n x n y n z ͔ j ,
and the bottom three rows can be written in the form n x n y n z ͓n x n y n z kn x kn y kn z ͔ j
Thus the rank of D j is
From this information, the rank of G is bounded by
Using only three facets ͑i.e., mϭ3͒ requires that the rank of D 1 ϭD 2 ϭD 3 ϭ2 ͑i.e., requiring that k j j j 2 ͒. Conversely, if k j j ϭ j 2 , more than three facets ͑i.e., mу6͒ are required for G to be full rank.
In addition, if ␥ i j ϭC j for all i, where C j is a constant, then from Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒, j ϭk j C j 2 and j ϭk j C j . Under this condition, k j j ϭ j 2 and the rank of D j is 1. Also, if mϭ3, then G is not invertible. As a practical consequence, the PLT probe must be positioned so that ␥ i j is not constant while a facet is being measured.
Further, the rank(D 1 ϩD 2 ϩD 3 )ϭ6 requires that the rank(n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 )ϭ3 ͑i.e., the facet normals must be linearly independent͒.
In summary, the sufficient constraints from the displacement matrix are as follows: 1͒ at least three facets that have linearly independent normal vectors must be used, 2͒ each facet must be measured at least twice, and 3͒ the displacement values measured on a single facet cannot all be the same.
Calibration Parameter Sensitivity
For the calibration parameters, a p and t p , to be determined accurately, they need to be sensitive to the PLT probe displacement measurement and the CMM quill position which improves the accuracy of the calibration while the effects of random noise errors can be minimized.
The calibration parameters are determined by minimizing the residuals in Eq. ͑4͒. The sensitivity of these residuals to the PLT probe measurement is given by
This sensitivity increases as the angle between the approach vector, a p , and the facet normal, n, approaches 180 deg. Therefore, the facet normals should be aligned as close as possible to the PLT approach vector.
The sensitivity of residuals, ␦ i j , to the CMM quill position, P qi j , is given by
Equations ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ show that the sensitivity of the residuals to changes in CMM quill position along an axis is equal to the coordinate value of the facet normal vector in that axis. Therefore, the facet unit normal should ideally point along the CMM axis that has the highest resolution. However, if all three of the CMM axes have equal linear resolutions then the facet normal can point in any direction without changing the sensitivity of the residuals to CMM position changes.
Condition Number Analysis
The sensitivity of parameter errors, ␦h, resulting from the errors ␦G and ␦B in G and B respectively are characterized by the well-known condition number, (G). This number is defined as (G)ϵʈGʈ ʈG Ϫ1 ʈу1. In our application, a small condition number corresponds to the solution being less sensitive to data error.
By examining, G, one finds that the four parameters which affect the condition number include: 1͒ the number of measurements taken on each facet, K j , 2͒ the threshold value of ␥ i j , 3͒ the range value of ␥ i j , and 4͒ the facet angle, ␣.
To reduce the condition number as much as possible, one has to make an effort to optimize the following items: 1͒ the number of measurements taken on each facet should be as large as realistically possible, 2͒ the threshold value of ␥ i j should be set small because a large threshold value will result in a large condition number, and 3͒ the facet angle should be close to zero.
While it is feasible to achieve item 1͒ and 2͒, item 3͒ cannot be fully optimized because of limitations on allowable sensor-tosurface orientations. So a trade-off between the magnitude of (G) and the expected accuracy of the PLT probe must be made.
To address this trade-off, PLT probe manufacturers specify a maximum allowable approach angle, max . The approach angle is calculated from ϭcos Ϫ1 (n j •(Ϫa)) and must be less than or equal to max for the PLT probe to meet its performance specifications. The smallest block angle, ␣ min , possible under this constraint is realized when the calibration artifact is positioned so that the approach angle is the same for all facets. Using plane geometry, this angle is given by ␣ min ϭtan Ϫ1 (tan( t )/ͱ2), where t ϭcos Ϫ1 (Ϫcos( max )/ͱ2)Ϫ max ϩ/2.
Calibration Experiment
An experiment was designed and conducted to validate the proposed PLT probe calibration method.
The main steps in the validation process are as follows: 1͒ calibrate a CMM touch probe; 2͒ secure the polyhedron artifact in the working zone of the CMM; 3͒ use the touch probe to localize and calibrate the polyhedron artifact; 4͒ calibrate the PLT probe using the proposed calibration method; 5͒ move the artifact to a new location in the CMM working zone, change its orientation, and secure its position; 6͒ measure the artifact facets at the new location with the PLT probe; 7͒ install and calibrate the touch probe; 8͒ measure the artifact with the touch probe in its new location; and 9͒ compare the facet normals and minimum distances obtained from the PLT probe with those obtained from the touch probe.
The parameters n j and d j were obtained using the CMM's standard plane measuring and datuming routines for touch probe measurements. The displacement measurements, ␥ i j , and the corresponding CMM quill positions, P qi j , were obtained while measuring the facets with the PLT probe.
A method for determining the facet normal vectors, n p j , and corresponding minimum distances, d p j , measured by the PLT probe in the ''moved'' validation position ͑step #5͒ needed to be developed. Since the calibration parameters were previously determined, a point, P pi j , measured by the PLT probe is determined from Eq. ͑2͒. The relationship between n p j , d p j , and P pi j is given by
Using the change of variable, p j ϭ1/d p j n p j , and letting the matrix Z be defined as
the system of equations for the points measured on a facet in matrix form is
This least squares problem has the unique solution
Finally, the desired parameters can be determined from p j by
and
For purposes of comparison, the validation experiment was performed using two commercially available PLT probes referenced as PLT A and PLT B in this document. The CMM used to calibrate the PLT probes was a Sheffield RS-30. The touch probe used was a Renishaw TP-2 touch probe with a 1 mm tip diameter. The polyhedron artifact with three facets, depicted in Fig. 2 , was manufactured from an aluminum block with a facet angle of ␣ϭ60 deg.
To quantify the performance of the touch probe and two PLT probes independent of the calibration method, a 5-arcmin angle block was measured. In this test, the probes were mounted vertically and the block was measured 100 times at evenly spaced intervals over a length of 20 mm. A line was fit to the measured points; and the following were calculated: the range of residuals ͑ROR͒, the standard deviation of the residuals ͑SDR͒, and angle between theoretical line and fitted line ͑ABL͒. The results are shown in Table 1 .
In this experiment, the touch probe performed significantly better than both laser probes. These probes were then used in the validation experiment explained above; the results are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4.  Table 2 reports the angle, ⑀ n , between the facet normal n ideal , measured by the touch probe, and n p , measured by the PLT probe. The angle, ⑀ n , is calculated by Table 4 reports the range, ⑀ r , of the difference between the least-squares minimum facet distance, d p j , and the minimum facet distance calculated from individual facet points measured by the PLT probe. That is,
The variation in experimental results between the two PLT probes tested is consistent with the measurement accuracy of the respective PLT probes. The validation experiment results confirm the high accuracy of this proposed PLT probe calibration method.
Summary
The proposed PLT probe calibration method is an accurate calibration method that can execute autonomously and provide a linear solution. A mathematical and experimental analysis of the proposed calibration method revealed the following design constraints. Table 2 The angle between the facet normal n ideal and n, where n ideal was measured by the touch probe and n was measured by the PLT probe. Table 3 The difference between the minimum facet distance to the origin determined by the touch probe and by the PLT probe 1 The condition number, (G), should be small. 2 The polyhedron should be positioned during the calibration so that the angle between the facet normal vectors and the PLT laser beam is as small as possible. 3 Certain conditions must be satisfied for the inverse of the displacement matrix, G Ϫ1 , to exist:
• At least three facets must be measured.
• The facet normal vectors must span R 3 ͑i.e., Rank(͕n 1 ,n 2 , . . . ,n m ͖)ϭ3).
• When only three facets are measured, at least two measurements per facet must be taken ͑i.e., k j у2 for j ϭ1,2, . . . ,m where mϭ3͒.
• The PLT probe displacement values must be controlled, as shown in Eq. ͑14͒.
This proposed calibration method was validated experimentally to provide an accurate coordinate calibration for a PLT probe. The accuracy of the calibration is limited principally by the accuracy of the PLT probe. 
Introduction
Modern aero gas turbine engine components are complex in their shape, thin walled and call for very close dimensional tolerances and good surface integrity. Inconel 718 superalloy is extensively used for jet engine components. This nickel-based superalloy is not only difficult to machine but also revealed dimensional instability after machining. The dimensional instability is a change in dimension with respect to time without doing any further work on the component ͓1͔. The dimensional instability of components poses problems during assembly. Residual stresses and microstructure changes in a machined surface region cause dimensional instability ͓1͔. Dimensional instability can be controlled by selection of proper machining parameters that influence the residual stresses and microstructure changes in a machined surface region. The selection of machining parameters also depends on other responses such as required tool life, surface finish, material removal rate, etc. Therefore, the machining operation has to be optimized considering several process responses.
Derringer and Suich ͓2͔ presented a problem involving simultaneous optimization of several response functions that depend upon the number of process variables. This approach is based on transforming response variables into desirability functions ͓3͔, which can be optimized by univariable techniques. The desirability function is a dimensionless number, varying between ''0'' for completely undesirable level and ''1'' for completely acceptable level of process quality. The geometric mean of desirabilities for several responses is a dimensionless number that represents overall quality of the process. Thus, optimization problems are reduced to problems of optimizing single function. That is, overall desirability has to be optimized with respect to process variables. This paper presents a desirability function approach for simultaneous optimization of turning operations. Empirical equations are developed for predicting responses by response surface methodology ͓4͔. Response surface methodology involves statistical design of experiments that reduce the number of experiments required. The prediction equations for the responses are derived in terms of independent machining parameters by regression analysis.
In this paper, dimensional instability of machined component, tool life, surface finish and material removal rate are considered for optimizing turning parameters. The validity of optimal machining parameters to control the dimensional instability is experimentally verified on test specimens and actual gas turbine engine components.
Methodology
The steps involved in the proposed methodology are:
͑i͒ Selection of process variables and responses. ͑ii͒ Design of statistical experiment. ͑iii͒ To determine empirical equations for predicting responses by response surface methodology and check the adequacy of equations. ͑iv͒ To compute optimal machining parameters using desirability function approach.
Selection of Process Variables and Responses.
The optimization technique is developed here for a turning operation since most of the critical rotating gas turbine components are machined by turning. Speed, feed, depth of cut, tool rake angle and tool nose radius are the variables that significantly affect residual stresses and microstructure in a machined surface region ͓5͔. Soluble oil ͑1:20͒ cutting fluid and micrograin grade carbide ͑Kennametal K68͒ cutting tool material were selected based on earlier experimental investigation ͓6͔. Table 1 shows the maximum and minimum values of cutting parameters used in experiments.
Considering the surface integrity and accuracy requirement of precision rotating gas turbine components and efficiency of turning operation, optimization is done for six process responses, namely, circumferential and longitudinal residual stresses, dimensional instability, surface finish, tool life and material removal rate. Therefore, empirical equations are developed for these six responses. The material removal rate is calculated using,
The prediction equations for other five responses are determined by statistical design of experiment.
Statistical Design of Experiment.
The influence of process variables on response functions was studied at two levels. A half replicate 2 5 factorial experiment was designed that involved only sixteen trials. The treatment combinations of five variables and corresponding experimental conditions are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . Error variances for the responses were estimated by carrying out four repeated experiments ͑Trial No. 17 to 20 in Table 3͒ at the central values of variables.
Experimental Procedure. Cylindrical test specimens
͑ID 55 mmϫOD 76 mmϫlength 70 mm͒ made of Inconel 718 were stress relieved and aged ͑hardness 44 HRC͒. The specimen was held in a mandrel to avoid clamping pressure while turning. Turning trials were conducted in a HMT H-26 lathe ͑7.5 kW͒. The machined specimens were inspected at predetermined locations in a Zeiss Mauser 3D coordinate measuring machine. The dimensional instability was calculated as a maximum absolute difference between dimensions measured immediately after machining and final stable dimensions. Residual stresses were determined by hole drilling strain gage method ͓7͔. The machining operation was interrupted periodically and tool flank wear was measured using a tool makers' microscope. Time taken to reach a value of 0.18 mm maximum flank wear was the criterion for tool life. Surface finish was measured using a portable perth-o-meter. Results of the experiments are given in Table 3 . 
R a ϭ1.0107Ϫ0.0172ϩ8.8607f ϩ0.7035dϪ0.0031␣Ϫ1.2789r
Adequacy of Prediction Equations.
Equations ͑4͒-͑8͒ are valid when , f, d, ␣ and r vary within the minimum and maximum levels used in the experiments ͑Table 1͒. Further, these equations were checked for adequacy by analysis of variance. The ratio of lack of fit mean square to pure error mean square is compared with F-statistic. The pure error mean square for the responses is estimated by repeated tests carried out at central values of the variables. The predicted equations are adequate since lack of fit is not significant at 95 percent confidence level ͑Table 5͒.
Correlation between Residual
Stresses and Dimensional Instability. The coefficient of correlation between residual stresses and dimensional instability are calculated from the results of experiments presented in Table 3 . The correlation coefficient between c and DIM I is 0.9602; l and DIM I is 0.9658-that is, residual stresses and dimensional instability are highly correlated, and by controlling dimensional instability residual stresses are also controlled. Therefore, the response functions, c and l are not considered for optimization.
Simultaneous Optimization.
The machining process responses were transformed into desirability functions ͓2͔. The desirability functions derived for the responses are given below: (12) One-sided transformation is used for the desirability of tool life, actual metal removal rate, surface finish; and two-sided transformation for dimensional instability. Overall ͑composite͒ desirability of the process is computed by geometric mean of individual desirabilities. 
Following values were used in Eq. ͑15͒: P m is 7500 W, p is 1.03 W/mm 3 /min, E is 0.7, C t and C r are 1.2 ͓6͔. With these constraints, desirabilities for the responses are computed by varying , f, d, ␣ and r in discrete steps. A computer program is written for computing individual and composite desirabilities. The composite desirabilities for different combinations of process variables were numerically compared. The program prints optimal responses, variables and corresponding desirabilities upon reaching maximum value of D. Output of the computer program is summarized in Table 6 .
Experimental Validation of Optimal Parameters
11-20 micron tolerance band is the most critical for turning operation. The validity of optimal machining parameters derived for this range are verified by carrying out tests on cylindrical test specimen and actual jet engine components. Table 7 shows dimensional details for the test specimen machined with ϭ10 m/min, f ϭ0.04 mm/rev, dϭ0.5 mm, ␣ϭ6 deg and rϭ1.2 mm. The changes in dimensions are less than 10 microns, which are well within the predicted value. Repeated tests carried out with these 
Validation on Test Specimen.
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Validation on Compressor Disc.
Effect of optimal machining parameters on dimensional instability in compressor discs is shown in Fig. 1 . The locating diameter 400 ͑ϩ0.02/0.00͒ mm was machined using the optimal machining parameters derived for 11-20 micron tolerance group. The diameter maintained at 400 ͑ϩ0.010/0.00͒ mm during machining has changed to 400 ͑ϩ0.015/0.00͒ mm after 360 hours. This change in dimension is within the acceptable tolerance band.
Conclusion
1 Empirical equations for predicting surface residual stresses, dimensional instability, surface finish and tool life were derived by response surface methodology.
2 Experimental results have shown that residual stresses and dimensional instability are highly correlated. Therefore, dimensional instability, tool life, surface finish and material removal rate were considered for optimization.
3 A simultaneous optimization method based on desirability function approach was used. The optimal cutting parameters are derived to control dimensional instability within 11-20, 21-30 and 31-50 micron tolerance bands in turning precision aero gas turbine engine components made of Inconel 718.
4 Dimensional instability was within the acceptable tolerance band for the test specimen and actual jet engine components that are machined with optimal machining parameters obtained by simultaneous optimization.
Nomenclature
␣ ϭ rake angle, deg.
͕B͖ ϭ vector of regression coefficients C r ϭ rake angle correction factor C l ϭ chip thickness correction factor d ϭ depth of cut, mm d 1 ϭ desirability of tool life d 2 ϭ desirability of material removal rate d 3 ϭ desirability of dimensional instability d 4 ϭ desirability of surface roughness D ϭ composite desirability DIM I ϭ dimensional instability, m DIM I c ϭ most desirable dimensional instability, m E ϭ transmission efficiency of the drive f ϭ feed, mm/rev ID ϭ inner diameter, mm M RR ϭ metal removal rate, mm 3 /min OD ϭ outer diameter, mm p ϭ power per unit metal removal rate, W/mm 3 /min P m ϭ lathe motor power, W r ϭ tool nose radius, mm R a ϭ surface finish, m c ϭ circumferential residual stress MPa l ϭ longitudinal residual stress MPa T ϭ tool life, min ϭ cutting speed, m/min x 1 ϭ coded value for x 2 ϭ coded value for f x 3 ϭ coded value for d x 4 ϭ coded value for ␣ x 5 ϭ coded value for r X ϭ matrix of coded variables XЈ ϭ transpose of X y ϭ estimated response ͕Y͖ ϭ vector of measured responses
Subscripts
are generally prescribed as a range. For example, edge preparation A is specified to have a hone ranging from 10 m ͑0.0005 in͒ to 80 m ͑0.003 in͒. Two of the processes that are commonly used to obtain edge hones are honing by nylon brushes impregnated with silicon carbide, and honing by abrasive entrainment in an air-stream. In the brush honing process considered here, cutting edges are polished when the inserts, mounted on a rotary carrier, are slowly rotated about their inscribed-circle axis while being fed through the rotating brushes. By varying the time and depth of contact between the brush and the cutting edge, different edge hones can be obtained. The variation of an edge feature from its nominal value, both along an edge and edge-toedge, is not well understood. Large tolerances on the edge hone could lead to significant variations in machining forces when cutting with different inserts of the same nominal specification. The aim of the reported work is to study edge hone variability on commercial inserts and the relative effects on machining forces and model calibration data. It is not the aim of this paper to model the effects of the edge radius on the cutting process, nor is it to model the brush honing process.
Edge Radius Measurements
Accurate measurement of the edge radius is a fairly difficult task that has been addressed in some detail in only a few studies ͓1,2͔. In this study, we describe the use of a new optical technique based on white light interferometry ͑see Sasmor and Caber ͓3͔ for a detailed review of optical measurement techniques͒. The WYKO™ measurement system used here, which is based on the physics of white light phase-shift interferometry, combines accurate optics, axis movement and a computational software interface to make measurements with vertical resolution as good as 2 nm ͑0.002 m͒ ͓4͔.
Three sets of TPG432 uncoated carbide inserts ͑sets A, B and C͒ were requested from a vendor to have corresponding nominal edge radii ͑specified at the center of the edge͒ of 50.8 m ͑0.002 in͒, 100.6 m ͑0.004 in͒ and 152.4 m ͑0.006 in͒. After going through quality checks at the vendor's facility, the inserts were measured independently by the research team. Care was taken to reduce sources of measurement errors. A small fixture that held the insert at the proper ͑and constant͒ orientation relative to the optics of the system, together with an automated positioning table, ensured that measurements on different inserts and edges were at identical locations along the edge. Repeatability tests showed that the estimated profiles were within 50 nm ͑0.05 m͒ of each other. Details of scan data processing are given in ͓5͔.
Variability Between Edges and Inserts. Eight inserts from each set were chosen to evaluate the variability across edges and inserts. Comparing the nominal specifications to the measured data indicated that the edge-center-point means were smaller than the prescribed nominal values, in this case by about 15 m ͑0.0007 in͒ for the sets A and B, and by about 5 m ͑0.0002 in͒ for set C. This would indicate that it is difficult to manufacture the inserts to a tight tolerance on the mean for tools with a smaller edge radius ͑within 35 percent of the nominal for set A as compared to within 3 percent for set C͒. The variation about the mean is about 6 m ͑0.00025 in͒ for sets A and B, and 14 m ͑0.0005 in͒ for set C, which is approximately 10 percent of the nominal values for all sets. Only 50 percent of the measured values were in a range of 10 m ͑0.0004 in͒ for sets A and B, and 25 m ͑0.001 in͒ for set C.
A general nested linear analysis of variance was conducted in which the edge radius was modeled as equal to a tool effect plus a nested effect of edge on tool. It was found that both these variables were statistically significant at a P-level of 0.024 on tool and 0.014 on edge ͑both of set B͒. Sets A and C were significant at even smaller P-values. In other words, between inserts there existed a significant shift in insert mean ͑the average of the edgecenter-point measurements on each of the three edges of an insert͒ and, furthermore, there existed an edge-to-edge mean shift on each insert.
Placing 95 percent confidence bands on the insert means for nine inserts of set A demonstrated that if an insert with nominal edge radius of 50.8 m ͑0.002 in͒ is procured commercially, the actual edge radius at a specified point on the edge could be off by as much as 22 m ͑0.0009 in͒. This error is perhaps indicative of why most manufacturers specify the edge preparations in ranges of values.
Variability Along an Edge. The second important issue to investigate is whether or not the location along the cutting edge affects the edge radius in a statistically significant manner. Two inserts from every set were chosen and measurements were made on four of the six edges at five zones on each edge corresponding to 7.8 mm, 5.2 mm, 0.7 mm, Ϫ3.4 mm and Ϫ6.7 mm from the center of the edge. These points were chosen such that one point corresponded approximately to the center of the edge with the other points distributed on either side. Using the automated positioning table, the locations of these positions were maintained to be the same for all the measured edges. The variation of edge radius along the edge is shown in Fig. 1 . It is obvious that the edge radius at the center of the edge is consistently lower as compared to the radius at points closer to the corner ͑7.8 mm and Ϫ6.7 mm locations͒. The R 2 values for the individual fits were about 60 percent. Analysis of variance showed that edge location indeed was a significant factor. It also showed that the edgenumber label was insignificant.
Variability Around Insert Corner. While variability along the straight portion of an insert edge may impact straight-edged orthogonal cutting tests, most real-world applications of cutting inserts involve cutting, at least in part, on the corner radius of the insert. Therefore, force prediction models being developed for such applications, which extend the models being formulated for straight-edged orthogonal cutting, should account for edge radius variation around the corner, if it exists. With this in mind, the edge radius around the corner was measured on several inserts from set A to evaluate the relative variation in the corner region as compared to the straight lead-edge region studied above.
A fixture was fabricated to permit three measurements on each corner-one at each of the two tangent points where the corner meets the two straight edges, and one at the apex of the corner.
The statistical model employed to analyze these data was a general linear model with the corners as nested within insert for the same reason edge number was nested within insert in the earlier analysis. The two possible two-factor interactions were also Fig. 1 The variation of edge radius along the four cutting edges of inserts from set A "50.8 m "0.002 in……, set B "101.6 m "0.004 in……, and set C "152.4 m "0.006 in…… evaluated in this model. Results of the statistical evaluation show insert and position to be statistically significant, at P-values of 0.035 and 0.009, respectively, and corner͑insert͒ as well as the two interactions to be insignificant. This reveals that the edge radius does vary with position around any given corner and furthermore that there is a difference between inserts, although variation between corners of a single insert is statistically indistinguishable from random errors.
Force Measurement Considerations
Orthogonal cutting experiments were conducted on a J & L CNC lathe by end cutting of tubes of three materials: gray cast iron, 2024 aluminum and commercially pure zinc. A wall thickness equal to 4.83 mm ͑0.19 in͒ was used to maintain plane strain conditions. A Kistler piezoelectric dynamometer was used to monitor three machining force components. To reduce the variation of the edge radius along the width of cut, which could lead to misleading force measurements, all the cutting tests were performed at the center of the edge where the edge radius had been measured prior to the experiment and where the variation gradient is lowest across the width of cut. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the maximum variation in edge radius across a 5 mm ͑0.2 in͒ width of cut that is equally distributed about the edge center-point is only about 6 m ͑0.0004 in͒ for inserts from set C.
Each material was cut at several feeds by two inserts whose hones were described by the vendor as 50 m ͑0.002 in͒ and 100 m ͑0.004 in͒. Since the significance of the effect of the edge radius increases at smaller uncut chip thickness, feeds were selected such that the ratio of uncut chip thickness to edge radius (h/r n ) varied between 0.5 and 5. This represents the range commonly seen in the operations of practical interest ͑hard turning and finishing operations͒. The edge radius effects seen here would be more pronounced at even lower uncut chip thicknesses.
Graphs of the cutting and thrust forces ͑normalized by the width of cut͒ versus the uncut chip thickness h, for all three materials, are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. As expected, the effect of the edge radius is visibly larger on the thrust force than on the cutting force. It can be seen that intercepts ͑a qualitative measure of edge/ploughing contributions͒ are higher when the materials are being cut with tools of higher edge radius. Even for zinc where the edge radius effect seems to be quite small, 95 percent confidence bands on the force measurements lie far apart ͑band-to-band separation of 2.5 to 3 times the confidence bands͒, which statistically supports the significance of the edge radius effect on the forces. If it is assumed that there is a linear variation of machining forces with edge radius, then it can be shown that the predicted force for an insert with edge radius of 75.6 m ͑0.003 in͒ would lie well between the confidence bands of sets A and B.
This proves that the increase in forces are of a higher order than the experimental error in the force measurements.
The variability along an edge raises an important consequence regarding force measurements made for force model calibration via straight-edged orthogonal cutting tests. If the machining forces are assumed to have some portion that is proportional to the edge radius, then the machining force must vary parabolically along the length of the cutting edge. Arbitrary or randomized selection of zones along the cutting edge will result in measurement of machining forces that appear to exhibit noise. Machining force data is meaningful only when all the tests are run with tools of the same edge radius. In Fig. 4 , cutting forces that were predicted using a simple force model, based on data collected here, are shown for three situations-controlled tests in which a single edge radius is used, randomized tests along the cutting edge, and nonrandomized tests. It can be seen that randomized and nonrandomized tests lead to lower R 2 values and, more importantly, an incorrect slope and/or intercept. Hence, we can conclusively state that it is important to measure and maintain the edge radius at the cutting zone in order to obtain accurate force data.
Conclusions
It was shown that there is a statistically significant parabolic variation of edge radius along a cutting edge, which is presumably due to the geometry of the brush honing process. Statistically significant variation of the edge-center-point mean across edges and inserts ͑about 25 m͒ was also observed, which is attributed to the difficulty of controlling the honing process. Variation was observed in the corner radius region as well, being statistically Transactions of the ASME significant around the corner and from insert to insert. It was also shown that the machining force components are sensitive to changes in edge radius on the order of the measured edge variation. This machining force sensitivity is of a higher order than experimental error ͑noise͒ in the measurement of forces. Hence, accurate prediction of force magnitude and direction, for honed tools, may likely require consideration of hone variation around the corner and along the lead edge. Furthermore, care must be taken to avoid introducing hone variation by changing edges or adjusting the cutting-zone location along the edge when conducting cutting tests, which is a typical approach to avoiding excessive wear evolution over the duration of a set of tests. This study also further supports the fact that edge radius plays an important role in process mechanics, particularly at conditions of low h/r n . Work that addresses the effects of the edge radius on the cutting process and the development of a cutting model that alleviates the sharp tool assumption are in progress.
